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Audience Pulse Check

How many of you have built a structured compensation 
program?

How many of you have done an internal equity 
assessment? 

How many of you know for sure that your employees 
understand their total compensation?

How many of you post wages and compensation in job 
ads?...confidently?

How many of you have employees in other 
cities/states?

Have you communicated your compensation 
philosophy to managers and employees?



Goal for Today: 
Putting INTENTION Behind Compensation

WHY? Compliance Around Pay 
Continually Changes

• Pay Equity Laws

• Wage Transparency in Job Ads

• Easier Access to Pay Information

• FLSA Minimum Salary Threshold Increases

• Recruitment and Retention Strategy

• Inflation (6%) March 2023 –Oregon (5.6% US 
Bureau of Labor and Statistics)
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Compliance: Pay Equity Laws

What you 
should watch 
out for….

In any manner discriminate between employees on the basis of an employee’s status as a 
member of a protected class[1] in the payment of wages or other compensation[2] for work of 
comparable character;

Pay wages or other compensation to any employee at a rate greater than that at which the 
employer pays wages or other compensation to employees of a protected class for work of 
comparable character;

Screen job applicants based on current or past compensation;

Determine compensation for a position based on current or past compensation of a prospective 
employee (not including a current employee of the employer during a transfer, move or hire of 
the employee to a new position with the same employer);

Seek the salary history of an applicant or employee from the applicant or employee or a current 
or former employer of the applicant or employee before the employer makes an offer of 
employment to the prospective employee that includes an amount of compensation.



What is Internal Equity?

Positions regardless of title, will align with other roles in terms of comparable characteristics of 

the work within your organization.

For example, 3 VERY different positions may end up 

in the same pay level and pay band. 

May have different levels of equitable factors, but 

when added up, they are the same overall number.

• Senior Project Manager

• Controller

• Electrical Engineer



Compliance:  Wage Transparency in Job Postings

Currently in New York City, Colorado, Washington State, and California. In Total currently 11 states 
have adopted the same or similar requirements. There is currently a proposed bill (The Salary 

Transparency Act) at Federal level with similar requirements that employers may need to abide by.

Employers must disclose the salary range, or wage scale, and a description of all benefits and other 
compensation in job posting. Some states also require this information to be provided to employees 

upon promotion as well.

May depend on specific city 

or state compliance.

Other states or federally are 

following and have a variety of 

other criteria depending on 

where in the hiring process 

compensation conversation 

comes up.

May depend on how many 

employees the company has.

May also require 

compensation information to 

employees who are promoted 

or transferred internally.



Compliance: FLSA Minimum Salary Threshold

Federal Fair Labor Standard Act (FLSA) minimum Salary Threshold laws require $35,568 based on 
established Exempt Status.

Some states have minimum salary thresholds for exempt employees. 

Washington State Exempt Employee 
Minimum Salary Threshold Schedule: 

2023 Salary thresholds

Small businesses: $1,101.80/week ($57,293.60 a year)

Large businesses: $1,259.20/week ($65,478.40 a year)

Around the Corner!! The U.S. Department of Labor is slated to hike the federal salary threshold 

for white collar employees and while the future rule is unlikely to push boundaries such as the 

failed Obama-era proposal, it will nonetheless expand overtime eligibility and likely lead to 

more misclassification litigation.



Easier Access to Pay Information

Searched Marketing Manager salaries: Oregon

What we want to 
look for to ensure 
reliable and valid 
information:

Organization Size (# Employees)

Organization geographical location(s) (Markets)

Organization Revenue

Industry and Entity Type 



Recruitment and Retention Strategy

It’s a Candidate’s Market, but…

It’s also an INTERNAL employee’s market!

Quiet Quitting, Great 
Resignation + A Lot of 

Open Positions
Job ads require it

Internal promotions, 
transfers and pay 
changes require it

Adding other 
compensable factors 

into the overall 
compensation structure



Inflation!

HR Annie has gone from recommending 
between 4-7% since December 2021, and now 
inflation CPI is 5% nationally as of March 2023, 
but we have seen unprecedent rates in the 
past few years.

Inflation is at an all time high the last few years, 
and costs of living (COLA) may never get lower.

Inflation is changing the Minimum and Midpoint 
of prior compensation structures that would 
have sustained 3-5 years, and now employers 
are going to need to review their compensation 
structure and market analysis more often.



Building Blocks of a Compensation Structure

What do you need to get started?

Job Descriptions

“We cannot base a job 

description around a 

person. We must 

develop a job 

description based on 

what the company 

needs now and around 

the corner.”

Market Analysis

Gather pay data for like 

positions.

Use a reliable and valid 

source…

Current Employee Pay 

and Information

- Position Title

- Hire Date

- Current Pay Rate

- Additional

Compensation

Other Compensation

Benefits, Bonuses Profit 

Sharing, Paid Time Off, 

Education 

Reimbursements, Perks 

and Stipends, Discounts



Internal Equity Factors

Factors Degrees & Points

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

1. Education Required 5 10 25 45 55 65

2. Skills/Experience 5 20 40 50 80

3. Complexity of Work & Mental Effort 5 10 20 35 55 70

4. Responsibility of Supervising 5 20 40 60 80 100

5. Initiative Required 5 10 20 30 40 60

6. Decision Making Required 10 20 35 55 75

7. Contacts Required 5 10 20 40 60 80

8. Responsibility for Errors/Safety 10 25 40 55 70

9. Computing Skills 10 25 40 55 70

10. Working Conditions & hazards 10 15 20 10 40 50

11. Physical Effort Required 5 10 15 20 30 40

12. Travel Required 5 10 15 20 30 40



Final Compensation Structure



Questions?

HR Annie Consulting
Compensation Structure
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